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elevated Purchased Transportation (PT) costs related to outsourcing additional freight capacity in a very tight
TL market and 2) potential announcements of upcoming driver wage increases. While we believe both of these
issues are in fact signs of strong TL fundamentals, we believe margin expansion opportunities from some
carriers might be slightly hindered by elevated PT costs, especially for carriers with more peak season
exposure, such as CVTI. The broad-based driver shortage continues to be a very significant problem per our
checks, with the improving demand environment + full labor market only adding pressure in attracting drivers
towards more lucrative and better lifestyle jobs. We believe carriers will start to announce new rounds of driver
pay increases in the near-term and believe any discussions around driver wage increases will be an important
topic on earnings conference calls.
Thoughts on 2018-19 & Why We Believe This Will be a Multi-Year Upcycle. We believe this freight cycle is
setting up to be a multi-year upcycle, more similar to the 2004-05 upcycle than the shorter-lived 2014 cycle.
As shown in Figure 1 below, U.S. Real GDP growth during the 2014 upcycle was +2.4% for the year, with
GDP actually inflecting negative in 1Q’14 (-0.9%). Consequently, we believe what actually drove the last
upcycle was a series of capacity constraints in the forms of 1) the “Polar Vortex” in 1Q’14 which hampered
highways and freight traffic 2) slower train speeds which shifted some IM volumes to OTR in our view, and 3)
the complete HOS regulations that were in place, which we believe in total took out 2%-3% utilization capacity
in the industry (in December 2014 the 34 Hour Restart provision was suspended). In the 2004-05 upcycle, we
saw GDP growth above 2.5% for several consecutive years and with economists calling for GDP growth to be
between 2% and 3% for the next 2 years, we believe the demand side of the equation is setting up for the
multi-year upcycle as we saw nearly 15 years ago. Additionally, we believe supply constraints in the forms of
1) continued driver recruitment/ retention challenges in a full labor market 2) ELD enforcement on April 1, 2018
and 3) used equipment values that are ~33% below where they were in 2014 and likely to remain pressured
post-ELD mandate, in our view, and understanding that used equipment values typically support the purchase
of new equipment, all should set the stage for TL fundamentals to remain strong given the healthy economic
backdrop. With our updated estimates, we now project Oper. EPS growth of 68.4% (20% of this increase was
due to lower tax assumptions as shown in Figure 3 on page 3) in 2018 and 21.2% in 2019 on average for the
public TL carriers.

Real GDP Growth

Figure 1. U.S. Real GDP Growth is Expected to Continue at Healthiest Clip Since 2004-05 Upcycle
The last major upcycle saw above
+2.5% GDP growth for several years
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, private-sector economists and Stephens Inc. estimates.

Figure 2. Inventory Levels Have Been Rightsizing, Setting Up Well for Restocking in Healthy Economy
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